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At

attheortic (adj) Not related to or lacking a theoretical basis atichart [a-t-chad] (n) casting , best casting , good hunting Atrial flutter (n) an abnormal heart rhythm that occurs in the atria of the heart. When it first occurs, it is usually associated with a rapid heart rate or tachycardia (beats over 100 per minute), and falls into the
category of supra-ventricular tachycardia. It rarely persisted for months to years. Suddenly, in a moment (if it involves help, can translate it willingly) as I wonder who can fix my computer? He'll come up with a drop of a hat. Athlete's Foot Foot Bite, Hong Kong Foot, S. Tinea pedis, participant(n) Participants (in meetings,
events), S. attend attention deficit disorder(n) ADHD, which according to the National Institute of Mental Health, attention deficit disorder (ADD) is a legitimate psychology condition. Signal weakness (by distance) Attorney General (n) Attorney General (USA) It is done with the cooperation of many people or many parties.
There is assistance to complete the work on (AT), an acronym used by IBM to replace advanced technology, which means advanced technology. When IBM produced a new microcomputer using chip number 80286, it called the model IBM AT at &amp;amp; t.E.C. stands for American Telephone and Telegraph. The
company's work comes about the computer industry, where computers today send information and news between computers together. Use phone lines as media (mainly related to data communication) at 1 (at) prep. Where, on, close, on, when, to, enough, force (work,play), in a state of, busy with, with (speed display) of
2 (ars) n., (pl. at) The currency unit in Laos equals 1/100 hoof at home (home) n. Welcoming guests at home .m.abbr. atom mass wood. no.abbr. atom number on. wt.abbr. atomic weight ataghan (at'tagan) n. yataghan ataraksi (first sia, -c) n. -ataractic, ataxic adj. (silence) at (pre) eat(vt) pt of eating atheism (n) believe
atheist atheist (n) who believes atheist (adj) atheist, athletic, athletics (n) athletics, athletics, athwart (pre) crossed the line, at birth, when the first birth, athletics (n) athletics,athwart (pre) sport crossed the line, at birth when the first birth, there is no milk. From birth [medicine] At face value by value [accounting] Atabrine
Atabrine Atabrine, Atabrine [Medical] Atacamite Atacamite Atacamite, a common source of copper gull in the upper part of the rotting orkeline (Weathering), was found at Tin Huai Luang and Huai Mae Sapao Mines, Tak province. Found in the area. The mineral line passes in limestone and shale, which is very decaying.
Existing copper worm is converted into atacamide. [Environment] The Atanasoff-berry computer was developed in the late 1930s by Dr. John Vincent Atanasoff. Professor of Physics and Mathematics at Iowa State University, with student Clifford Berry; Atarax Attabox [Medical] Ataxia Ataxia; Ataxia, Symptoms;
Serapcan; Walking C; Walking C; Walking Syndrome; Lack of distance and softness; Ataxia; Disjointed muscles; Atagsia; Walking Syndrome; Muscularity of coordination [medical] Ataxia, Motor goes against the pathological side [medical] Ataxia, Progressive Locomotor Progressive Locomotor Progressive Lokomomotor
Ataxia, Truncal Sosei torso, the dizzying torso [medical] at a moment (sentence) prita, peek, see through, see, understand at best, under conditions (circumstances) at best, if the best optimism at the earliest, watching, looking through it, understands at best in best possible condition , in conditions (circumstances) at best,
if the best optimism at the earliest anthorment. Convenience (n sentence) as soon as possible, at the convenience of the ATF (n) Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, Athame[uniq), double-edged machete on both left and right, with a black handle. For many traditions, atlanticist (n) who favors ideas that encourage
cooperation in politics, economics and the military. See also: R. Atlanticism ATM (automated counting machine) (n) ATM atomicity (n) device attachment (n) a debt repayment insurance settlement based on the judgment of subtitle translation by Brian Athey Subtitle, subtitle translation of Brian Athey Subtitle Subtitle
subtitle subtitle of Brian Athey Subtitle subtitle subtitle of Brian Athey Subtitled by: Emotions (2017) First, Because I was your fan. First, because I'm a fan of Mr. Emotions (2017), I wondered if I stared at you long enough, would I fall in love with you? Will I fall in with you? Emotions (2017) A part-time trigger in the store
did it all by himself. Emotions (2017) I don't think he wants to remember to stay in that house or any of us. I don't think he wants to remember that address or we're at all Emotions (2017) I love books, so I'm not going to remember it. Because I love books, I worked at Emotions Bookstore (2017) working in a bookstore.



Emotions (2017) I appreciate the efforts of everyone on Hinomaru TV. Confrontation (2017) You suck at it. Ready (2017) We made reservations at 19:00 .m. today. Ready (2017) After we have settled things in this house, after we have managed things. In this house it is done. Clear (2017) Subtitle translation by Brian
Athey Subtitle By: Watcharapol Issaranon Confrontation (2017) onA bad cold prevented her from participating in class. ThatA group of robbers attacked the party. thatA bank gives us money in interest. atA bat hunts food and eats at night, but sleeps during the day. thatA large crowd gathered at the scene of the fire.
thatA large ship is anchored near here. thatA boy threw stones at the dog. that A capital letter is used at the beginning of a sentence. atA car drew up at the entrance. Sometimes, sometimes, Ant. Always, Uniform, Example: Farmers should share the type of cotton from the farm, but maybe farmers can hold it together
before they break. In some cases, [IT] at some point has, Syn. in some cases, Ant. In all cases, for example: In some cases, import duties for unfinished objects returned have a higher rate than the finished product. ATMs[N] Automatic Counter Machine, See also: ATM booth, ATM outlet, Example: An attacker broke out
at an ATM in the hope of stealing money, Thai definition. Automatic money dispense Participants[N] participant at a meeting, See also: participant in a meeting, Syn. Participants, Example: Muslim scientists do not eat and drink water during the day because they are still in the fasting period during Ramadan, counting:
People inside the mind [N] on the heart, See also: inside (one) in one's mind, Vision. In mind, Example: When you are discouraged, you torture your heart and tell her that it is still me on your side. First phase[ADV] at the beginning, See also: first, first, Vision. Early stage, early stages, early stages, ant. Later, Example:
Early investing has a big problem: most organizations do not yet know how to use the computer. This phase[N] at the moment, See also: now, Vision. This site, now, this time, Example: I'm busy lately, so you have to wait two months so I can work for you, Thai definition: Time while talking and nearby time, attending [V]
attend a ceremony, Example: Cadets attended the opening ceremony of Phanom Rung Historical Park in ramBuri, Thailand definition: [N] at the time, See also : at that moment, Syn. Then, at the time, example: At that time, a revered person persuaded him to join his procession of forest cloth. [ADV] randomly, See also:
random, View. Image copyright Getty Images Image caption She is a member of the U.S. House of Lords from 1999 to 2005. profession; profession[n.] (āchīwa) EN; air conditioning FR: air conditionné [m]; Ammonium nitrate[n. exp.] (aēmmōnīem naithrēt) NO: ammonium nitrate FR: nitrate d'ammonium [m] imitation[v.]
(aēp-āng) EN: claim, pretend something is true FR: affirmer; prétendre; soutenir (que) peep[v. exp.] (aēp dū) NO: peep at peek; steal a glance at FR: épier; Astatine[n.] (aētthāthīn = aēsthāthīn) EN: astatine FR: astate [m] [jiù] ㄐㄧㄡˋ, Avg. at once; right away; only; only (weight); as early as; already; so soon; right away;
then; in that case; as many as; although; to approach; to move towards; to commit; to suffer; to achieve; to take advantage of; to g, #18 [Add Longdo] ㄇㄨˋ ㄑㄧㄢˊ currently; #137 [Add Longdo] [dàng, ㄉㄤˋ, 當] on or in the same ...; to farmer; suitable; adequate; assembly; correct; replace; #165 ㄊㄨㄥˊ ㄕˊ, #168 #168
ㄉㄠˋ ㄌㄜ 10000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 00 finally; finally; finally; has come; when subj. come to a place or time, #388 [Add Longdo] ㄉㄚˊ, Achieve; pass through;
achieve; range; realize; ready; inform; notify; dignity, #422 [Add Longdo] 终[zhōng yú, ㄓㄨㄥ ㄩˊ, 终0 / 終] in the end; finally; finally; finally, #517 [Add Longdo] [chū, ㄔㄨ, First; (at the beginning; first; junior; basic, #1,037 [Add longdo] [shēn biān, ㄕㄣ ㄅㄧㄢ, Avg., #1 118 [Add to Longdo] 选[xuờn shờu, ㄒㄩㄢˇ ㄕㄡˇ, 选/
/ participant, #1 210 [Add Longdo] Avg. (n) The leader of the new ,blowjobs[⽇本, atatakai] (adj) Hot, hot, Avg. [cumshot, athena] (n) Athens 厚 Hot 暑[ adj) hot (used 暑 in the air as today weather ) English down payment: prepayment of the English[ Guess Yakuru[Cumshot, atsumeru] Thai: We could pick up very nice
staff. It's common English: normal (an) /normal, Thai: The staff were very friendly and helpful. Normal English: regular Blowjobs[cumshot, ateru] Thai: English: setting aside ataeru] Thai: Define (e.g. configure variables) English: to give Avg. Ataeru Thai: Offer English: to present 扱[Cumshot, atsukau] Thai: English
agreement: to deal with atemlos(adj) gasp, lack of breathing, See also: S. keuchen,nach Luft ring, Arbeitsplatz(n) |der, pl. Hotel Arbeitsplätze , Australia | Christlich Demokratische Union Deutschlands Political Party in Germany Daten(n) |pl | Applications, Application Information(n) |, pl. Informationen| See also: die Monat
Platz(n) |der, plätze| attraper/prendre froid(phrase) Colds, cold infections, See also: S. s'enrhumer, être enrhumé(e), faire de la natation(vt) swimming or swimming, See also: S. nager à la piscine, faire du patin à glace(vt). I go to America, See: also: adj. americain nationalité(n) |f| Baby Cat, Kitten, See also: S.chat(tea)
Picture: 剕[Avg., ashikiri] (n) (bow) (See S刑) cut off the leg of the knee (form of punishment in ancient China) [Add Longdo] 嘈囃;Avg囃[Avgざつ, souzatsu] (n,vs) (obsc) (嘈囃 is sometimes read 胸焼. sour stomach [Add Longdo] 噯;噯気;噫気;噯(iK)[噯;噯気 噯気);噫気;噯;噯; okubi (tsutomu; tsutomu ki); aiki ( tsutomu ki ;
ai ki ; tsutomu ki )) (n) (uk) belch; eructation; burp [Add Longdo] 夔鳳鏡;Avg鳳鏡[鳳凰 Avg. 夔鳳⽂鳳⽂もも, kihoumon] (n) (obsc) (See ⽂様) inscription of a wonderful bird-like creature found on the Yin and Zhou dynasty bronze ware etc. [Add Longdo] 嬥[Avg., kagai] (n) (bow) (See Avg.) ritual singing and dancing
collection of young men and women [Add to Longdo] 巋sぜ(oK)[Avgぜ, kizen] (adv-to,adj-t) (bow) hovers high; towering strongly [Add Longdo] 柃(oK)[ひAvg,ひ,ひ;#サ,,hisakaki ; hisagi ; ichisakaki (ok); hisakaki] (n) (uk) Eurya janicapo (species of evergreen related to sakaki) [Add to Longdo] 栟;併(iK)[ぴ)[ぴ;<a0></a0>
pin'in; pin'in] (n) PinYin (Chinese novelization system) (chi [Add Longdo] 桫欏(oK);杪欏(oK)[Avgゴ, hego ; hego] (n) (uk) Cyathea spinulosa (species of wood fern) [Add longdo] 100演算[100000ざ
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 10 shin'enzanshi] decimal operator [Add Longdo] 10[10000,10 shinhou] decimal, decimal notation [Add Longdo] 10198[Avg.][Avgつ.][<a0></a0> 2 shin-5 shinhou] biquinary
notation [Add Longdo] 20南ー州期-900つ000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 2 shin de-ta doukitsuushin] binary synchronous communication [Add Longdo] 20演算[2000ざ, 2 shin'enzan] binary arithmetic
operation [Add Longdo] 2010-1000000ひ000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 2 shinka 10 shinhyoujihou]
binary-coded decimal representation [Add to Longdo] 2010</2016,2 shin binary-coded decimal notation [Add to Longdo] Avgゅ. , -Pause [Add longdo] Avg., Atai] Preis, Wert [Add Longdo] Avg., ateru] zuweisen, verwenden [Add Longdo] 厚つ,atsui] -dick, herzlich [Add Longdo] 厚紙[Avgつ>つはつ[げ&amp;げ, genshi]
Atom [Add to Longdo] 発://発>[げ>[Add longdo] [げAvgavg, genshikaku] Atomkern [Add Longdo] 炉[げAvgavg, genshiro] Atomreactor [Add Longdo] From Collaborative International Dictionary of English v.0.48 [gcide] : On \At\, prep. [AS. [ae]t; ohg. az, Goth., OS., &amp; Icel. that, Sw. [*a]t, Dan. &amp; L. ad.] First of all,
this word expresses the relationship between presence, proximity in place or time, or direction towards; which, in the ninth hour; in the house; to aim at a brand. It is less determined than in or on; the house can be in or near the house. From this original import is derived all the different applications to on. It expresses:
[1913 Webster] 1. A relationship with proximity to, or about presence in or on, something; which, at the door; in your store; at home; at school; at hand; at sea and on land. [1913 Webster] 2. The relationship between a certain state or condition; which, at war; in peace; calm; at your service; by error; by freedom; at risk; at
disadvantage. [1913 Webster] 3. The relationship between a certain employment or action; busy with; as when engraving; by animal husbandry; at stake; at work; on meat (eat); except by pun. [1913 Webster] 4. The ratio of a point or position in a series, or degree, speed or value; which, with the thermometer of 80[you];
goods sold at a cheap price; a country estimated at 10,000 square miles; life is short in the longest. [1913 Webster] 5. The relationship between time, age or order; which, at ten o'clock; at twenty-one; at once; First. [1913 Webster] 6. The relationship between source, occasion, reason, consequence or effect; which, at
sight; on this news; good at something; by this Statement; by his command; to demand, demand, receive, deserve, endure in your hands. [1913 Webster] 7. Relationship of direction towards an object or an end; as, look at it; to point to one; to aim at a brand; to throw, strike, shoot, blink, mock, laugh at someone. [1913
Webster] {At all}, {Home}, {Final}, {Final}, {Finally}, {Concurrent}, etc. See {All}, {Home}, {Large}, {Load} (statement and vision.), {Length}, {Once}, etc. {At it}, busy or actively engaged. {At least}. See {Least} and {However}. {On one}. See {At one}, in the vocabulary. [1913 Webster] View: {at}. Usage: When referenced the
interior of any place is done Used. It is used before the names of countries and cities (esp. major cities); Like, we live in America, in New York, in the South. On are often employed before the names of houses, institutions, villages, and small places; As Milton was educated at Christ's College; money taken into
Customhouse; I saw him at the jeweler's. We live at Beachville. On can be used before the name of a city when it is considered a mere point of locality. An English king was crowned in Paris. Macaulay. Jean Jacques Rousseau was born in Geneva, June 28, 1712. - J. Morley. In terms of time, we say on the hour, on the
day, of the year; which, at 9 am, on the morning of July 5, in the year 1775. [1913 Webster] From WordNet (r) 3.0 (2006) [wn]: At n 1: a highly unstable radioactive element (the heaviest of the halogen series); a decaying product of uranium and thorium [syn: {astatine}, {At}, {atomic number 85}] 2: 100 equal to 1 kip in
Laos from V.E.R.A. -- Virtual unit of relevant acronyms (June 2013) [vera]: AT Advanced Technology (IBM, PC) From Latin English FreeDict Dictionary ver. 0.1.1 [fd-lat-eng]: on men; However, nevertheless; yet from Turkish-English FreeDict Dictionary ver. 0.2.1 [fd-tur-eng]: at horse Discussions Discussions
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